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Abstract

The Triple Code Model (TCM) of numerical cognition argues for the existence of three repre-

sentational codes for number: Arabic digits, verbal number words, and analog nonsymbolic

magnitude representations, each subserved by functionally dissociated neural substrates.

Despite the popularity of the TCM, no study to date has explored all three numerical codes

within one fMRI paradigm. We administered three tasks, associated with each of the afore-

mentioned numerical codes, in order to explore the neural correlates of numerosity process-

ing in a sample of adults (N = 46). Independent task–control contrast analyses revealed

task-dependent activity in partial support of the model, but also highlight the inherent com-

plexity of a distributed and overlapping fronto-parietal network involved in all numerical

codes. The results indicate that the TCM correctly predicts the existence of some function-

ally dissociated neural substrates, but requires an update that accounts for interactions with

attentional processes. Parametric contrasts corresponding to differences in task difficulty

revealed specific neural correlates of the distance effect, where closely spaced numbers

become more difficult to discriminate than numbers spaced further apart. A conjunction

analysis illustrated overlapping neural correlates across all tasks, in line with recent propos-

als for a fronto-parietal network of number processing. We additionally provide tentative

results suggesting the involvement of format-independent numerosity-sensitive retinotopic

maps in the early visual stream, extending previous findings of nonsymbolic stimulus selec-

tivity. We discuss the functional roles of the components associated with the model, as well

as the purported fronto-parietal network, and offer arguments in favor of revising the TCM.

Introduction

Numbers are pervasive features of daily life, perceived and manipulated in activities such as

trade and shopping, living within economic means, timekeeping, and successful communica-

tion of statistics, weights, and distances. Poor numeracy skills have been observed to negatively

influence mental well-being and employment rates to a larger extent than poor literacy [1],
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and additionally incur extensive socio-economic costs related to special resources for areas

such as education, employment, crime, and healthcare [2]. These concerns highlight the

importance of an elementary knowledge of mathematics and a basic level of numerical compe-

tence for life in modern society. Although considerable research effort has been devoted to the

understanding of numerical cognition, the developmental factors and neural mechanisms

associated with both typical and atypical number processing are still unresolved issues (e.g.

[3]). The leading Triple Code Model (TCM) of numerical cognition [4] argues for the exis-

tence of three primary representational codes for number, subserved by functionally distinct

neural substrates: the visual Arabic number form (e.g. “3”), the auditory verbal word frame

(e.g. “three”), and analog nonsymbolic magnitude representations (e.g. •••) [4]. Despite the

popularity of the TCM [5], no study with adult participants (but see [6] for a study of the TCM

in 9–12 year old children) has to date investigated the neurocognitive foundations of all three

representational codes within one functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) paradigm

(see [7] for a first structural connectivity account of the model). Previous research has primar-

ily focused on the analysis of up to two concurrent codes [8], providing only a partial overview

of the entire model. In order to bridge this important gap in the literature on numerical cogni-

tion, this study aims to provide experimental evidence examining the neural substrates of

visual, verbal, and nonsymbolic numerical representation in line with the TCM.

Humans and some non-human animals, such as monkeys, pigeons, rats [9], and even inver-

tebrates lacking complex cortical structures (such as spiders and honeybees [10]) appear to be

endowed with a phylogenetically shared and innate capacity to perceive and manipulate analog

nonsymbolic magnitude representations in an approximate manner [11–16]. This preverbal

Approximate Number System (ANS) is crucial for the ability to estimate and represent

the numerosity of, for instance, the number of wild animals in a pack or the tree bearing the

largest amount of fruit, which informs decisions to hunt and gather efficiently. The precision

of numerosity estimation, often referred to as ANS acuity, has been shown to predict mathe-

matical abilities during development and is hypothesized to underlie the development of arith-

metical and mathematical capacities [13, 17]. Over the course of typical development, the

discriminability of numerical quantities becomes increasingly fine-grained as a result of math-

ematical education [14] and biological maturation [18]. As young children develop numerical

language skills and a language-based symbolic number system, there is reason to believe that

verbal number words and visually perceived Arabic digits are mapped onto the ANS [12],

which has been argued to act as the primary semantic representation of numbers [4]. During

this process of symbolic number acquisition, typically developing children begin to understand

numerical cardinality as a linear concept (i.e. that a number N+1 has a value of exactly one
more than N), which transforms the conception of numerical distance from a compressed and

logarithmic model towards an evenly spaced understanding of numerical distance [14, 19].

The intraparietal sulcus (IPS) has consistently been identified as the primary neural corre-

late of the ANS [20–22]. Research focusing on the neural substrates of numerical processing

has now formed a broad consensus for the hypothesis that neuronal populations in the IPS

support the representation of quantity, either in the form of an analog more–less magnitude

code [15] or as a discrete representation that encodes cardinality [23]. The IPS is furthermore

argued to be the primary region to process numerical information [5], acting as a semantic

decoder of symbolic numerical input (e.g. Arabic digits, verbal number words) from domain-

specific numerical systems [4] and active during numerical comparative operations [24]. This

comparative operation is subject to a so-called distance effect [25], where the discrimination of

two numbers spaced far apart (e.g. 1 versus 9) has reliably been shown to be easier than for

numbers spaced closely together (e.g. 5 versus 6) [26]. These findings suggest that numerosity

is represented in the form of a mental number line, where numerically similar values occupy
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approximately the same position on the numerical continuum; hence impeding the retrieval of

appropriate representations for closely spaced numbers [26, 27]. The effects of development

and symbolic mathematical education are especially apparent when young children are asked

to place cardinal numbers along a horizontal line, where the distance between small numbers

tends to be greatly inflated in comparison to tightly compressed larger numbers [19]. This

behavior significantly differs from placement strategies found in older children and adoles-

cents, who—aided by symbolic numerical knowledge—consistently demonstrate more linear

conceptions of the mental number line [14].

A few recent studies have begun to challenge the dominant assumption of format-indepen-

dent numerical representation in the IPS. Bulthé, De Smedt, and Op de Beeck [28, 29] used

multi-voxel pattern analysis to demonstrate a lack of overlapping activity patterns for symbolic

and nonsymbolic representational formats in this region. The authors found that Arabic digits

and dots, matched on cardinality, elicited no unique activity patterns compared to unmatched

cardinalities, which entails a need for principled consideration of exclusively format-depen-

dent neural correlates of numerosity processing. One such recent alternative could be found in

visual number processing, arguing that nonsymbolic magnitude processing begins in the early

visual stream, in line with evidence of numerosity-sensitive retinotopic maps in areas V2 and

V3 [30–32]. In this vein, Park et al. [33] argue that the human visual system is functionally pre-

disposed to detect both general numerosity and changes in numerosity, with a sensitivity

exceeding that of most other visual properties (cf. [34]). While such an account deviates from

the original conception of the TCM, these results indicate the possible existence of low-level,

asemantic perceptual neural substrates of nonsymbolic numerical cognition.

The combination of verbally supported symbolic number knowledge and preverbal non-

symbolic magnitude representations make up the foundation of typical numeracy skills, as

reflected in the Triple Code Model [4, 5, 24, 35, 36]. Previous research in line with the TCM

has identified dissociations corresponding to the three numerical formats, suggesting the func-

tional and neurological diversity of these codes. The case for dissociation between nonsym-

bolic and verbal numerical representation was examined by Jefferies, Bateman, and Lambon

Ralph [37], who argued that a patient suffering from semantic dementia (as a result of a left

temporal lobe atrophy) could still proficiently judge the relative magnitude of Arabic numerals

and dot arrays. However, the patient’s verbal production and perception of numerical lan-

guage was impaired, suggesting separate functional substrates for the three codes. Similar

results have been obtained for impaired visual Arabic numerical representation, while sparing

both nonsymbolic and verbal numerical representations [38]. The fact that young children

learn to associate verbal number words with quantities well before understanding written Ara-

bic notations [39] similarly suggests that the verbal and visual codes are functionally distinct.

Such clear dissociations are far from the norm, as seen in Dehaene’s [15] patient Mr. M, who

suffered a right inferior parietal cortex lesion. Interestingly, Mr. M was able to effortlessly read

number words and Arabic numerals, but had largely lost the ability to compare and discrimi-

nate numerical size, had severe difficulties in establishing the most proximate number to a

given numeral, could not perform addition or subtraction tasks above chance level, yet was

able to perform arithmetic operations on concrete nonsymbolic magnitude stimuli; such as

dividing marbles between fictional characters. These examples of complex dissociations

between symbolic and nonsymbolic numeracy skills, some of which implicate arithmetical

operations, suggest a need for further research into the behavioral characteristics and neural

substrates of the Triple Code Model.

Recent studies increasingly argue for the existence of a functionally distinct neural correlate

of the visual Arabic code: the Visual Number Form Area (VNFA) [40]. Although the specific

location and existence of the VNFA is debated [36], intracranial electroencephalography
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(EEG) [40] and fMRI-based [41] evidence suggests that the right caudal fusiform gyrus is

exclusively responsive to Arabic numerals. A recent fMRI meta-analysis by Yeo et al. [42] indi-

cates at least five candidate areas of the VNFA, spanning inferior and superior portions of the

inferior temporal gyrus (ITG). These discrepant results may partially be attributed to common

fMRI signal dropout in portions of the ventral occipito-temporal cortex and the ITG [40, 43].

Price and Ansari [36] found that passive viewing of Arabic digits elicited activation in the left

ventral angular gyrus (AG), arguing this location to be a more relevant neural correlate of

visual number processing than a purported ventral-stream VNFA. A consistent location of

the VNFA has therefore not been established to date, although most recent evidence largely

converges on the right ITG as a key area for visual numerical processing [42]. While recent

studies increasingly suggest the involvement of multiple domain-general areas during Arabic

number processing [22, 44], the frequent use of Arabic digits may support the development of

a domain-specific functional region for such stimuli in ontogeny (cf. [42]); akin to the exis-

tence of a visual word form area despite the evolutionary recency of written communication

[45, 46]. The modular assumptions of the TCM specifically implicate the separation and func-

tional dedication of the Arabic code [4], and while this approach may be outdated in compari-

son to recent evidence [44], we find it important to closely adhere to the predictions of the

model when evaluating its neural substrates.

Neural correlates of the verbal number word code have primarily been identified in left-

hemispheric language areas. Schmithorst and Douglas Brown [35] provided evidence of the

verbal code in the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), and throughout the perisylvian language net-

work: including the supramarginal gyrus (SMG), middle temporal gyrus (MTG), and superior

temporal gyrus (STG). Dehaene et al. [24] furthermore identified the left AG as a central com-

ponent of the verbal number word code, given the frequency of findings connecting AG to

general verbal processing and verbal memory; especially arithmetic facts such as rote multipli-

cation. In Dehaene and Cohen’s [47] account of the Triple Code Model, two processing routes

of verbal number words were suggested: a direct route accessing rote verbal arithmetic knowl-

edge, primarily implicating the left AG and the left cortico-subcortical loop (cf. [24]), and an

indirect route used when rote memory is unavailable (e.g. in subtraction problems). The indi-

rect route, in line with Schmithorst and Douglas Brown [35], primarily targets the perisylvian

language network and the inferior parietal cortex. In a recent structural investigation of the

Triple Code Model, Klein et al. [7] found a verbally mediated numerical pathway extending

from the retro-splenial cortex to the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) through the

ventral stream, with structural connections to the AG, MTG, and hippocampus. These find-

ings suggest that the neural correlates of the verbal number word code are consistent in the lit-

erature, with areas of interest primarily limited to the left AG and left perisylvian language

network, IFG, as well as the VMPFC.

The IPS has been tied to the processing of comparative magnitude judgments in domains

outside of numerical cognition, such as spatial and temporal processing [48], suggesting

the existence of a shared and partially overlapping network for general magnitude and numer-

osity processing [49]. In this vein, it appears likely that numerical cognition is subserved by a

fronto-parietal network that minimally implicates the IPS, superior parietal lobule (SPL), supe-

rior frontal gyrus (SFG), middle frontal gyrus (MFG), supplementary motor area (SMA), and

anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) [44, 50]. Such results challenge the previously predominant

focus on the parietal lobes and the IPS in numerical cognition [51, 52], and suggests a need for

systematic investigation of the neural correlates associated with the Triple Code Model. To

this end, we developed an fMRI paradigm including tasks relevant to all three numerical

codes. A whole-brain voxel-wise analysis was performed to investigate how the brain processes

numerical information and performs numerosity discrimination for Arabic numbers, verbal
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number words, and analog nonsymbolic dot arrays. A conjunction analysis was then per-

formed in order to investigate whether the purported fronto-parietal network underlying

numerical cognition [44] was tapped in all experimental tasks, and the extent to which certain

functional areas overlapped. We predicted that functionally and spatially dissociated neuronal

populations govern the representation of the three codes featured in the Triple Code Model

[4]. Specifically, we predicted that visual Arabic representations of number (e.g. “3”) give rise

to increased BOLD (Blood-Oxygen-Level Dependent) signal levels in the visual number form

area (VNFA) in the right ITG. In line with the results of Schmithorst and Douglas Brown [35],

Dehaene et al. [24], and the TCM, we furthermore expected to find that verbal representations

of numerical quantity (e.g. “three”) give rise to increased BOLD signal levels in the left perisyl-

vian language areas (primarily SMG, IFG, MTG, STG). We predicted that analog nonsymbolic

magnitude representations (e.g. •••) give rise to increased BOLD signal levels in the bilateral

horizontal segment of the intraparietal sulcus (hIPS; for reviews see [24, 52]). Finally, we pre-

dicted that the IPS would show consistent activation across all tasks, given its roles in semantic

interpretation of symbolic numerical formats and comparative numerical operations [4, 24].

Atlas-based Region of Interest (ROI) analyses were performed for each of the hypothesized

areas of interest, based on probability maps in the SPM Anatomy Toolbox [53] where

applicable.

Materials and methods

Participants

Fifty-four right-handed, healthy adult students (ages 18-33) were recruited from Linköping

University. None of the recruited participants had evidence or history of drug abuse or neuro-

logical illness. All participants had normal or corrected vision and normal color vision. None

of the participants had any documented or self-reported mathematical difficulties and per-

formed above chance on behavioral mathematical tasks, such as arithmetic fluency (i.e. the fast

and accurate solving of arithmetic problems). Written informed consent was obtained from

each participant, in line with the conditions for study approval presented by the Swedish Cen-

tral Ethical Review Board (as approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board in Linköping,

Sweden; study approval number: 2017/103-31). Following motion correction and realignment,

six motion regressors were included in the first-level design matrix for each individual. Eight

participants were excluded from further analyses due to excessive head motion (movement

greater than 4 mm along any axis). The final sample consisted of 46 individuals (20 males and

26 females; Mean age = 23.83, SD = 3.28).

Design and experimental tasks

Three experimental tasks, one control task, and two unrelated tasks were administered sequen-

tially over six experimental blocks, repeated for a total of six cycles. An alternating blocked

design with a fixed task order was used in order to maximize contrast frequency (i.e. minimize

time between similar tasks), due to the large number of included tasks, as recommended by

Henson [54]. Distant and close number pairs were alternated in every other cycle of blocks

(see Fig 1 for an overview of the relevant tasks included in the fMRI paradigm). A 12 second

resting period was administered at the end of each block, in order to return the hemodynamic

response signal to baseline levels. All tasks featured 14 trials per block, each of which was pre-

sented for a total of 4000 ms (including fixation cue, stimulus presentation, and response win-

dow) and resulted in a block duration of 56 seconds. Each block was preceded by a brief (2

seconds) instruction screen, indicating the start and purpose of the following task. The MRI

protocol lasted for a total of 55 minutes. SuperLab 5 (Cedrus Corporation, San Pedro, CA,
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USA) was used to administer all tasks, and was used to record reaction time and accuracy data

for each participant. Task responses were collected using a Lumina response pad (Cedrus Cor-

poration, San Pedro, CA, USA). Participants were instructed to use buttons beneath their

right-hand index and middle fingers to indicate their response, corresponding to the left and

right-lateralized response options on the screen. All stimulus materials were presented visually,

using a pair of VisuaStimDigital video goggles (Resonance Technology Inc., Northridge, CA,

USA) placed directly over the eyes of each participant. Corrective lenses were used when

necessary.

Each cycle of blocks was initiated by the Arabic digit comparison task, followed by the ver-

bal number comparison task, the nonsymbolic magnitude comparison task, and ended with

the control task. Parametric task difficulty levels were alternated for each such cycle. Two

additional tasks, focused on the subjective judgment of risk associated with various activities,

followed the control task. We do not expect that these tasks, given their similarities to experi-

mental tasks in both stimulus presentation and response requirements (i.e. the consistent

choice of a “larger” alternative, whether in terms of higher cardinal values or more dangerous

activities), would interfere with the results of the experiment-relevant tasks. These tasks were

unrelated to the current study and will be presented in detail elsewhere. Two longer periods of

rest were placed after block cycles 2 and 4, spanning approximately six and ten minutes respec-

tively. The first period of rest featured the collection of Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) data,

whereas the second period of rest featured the collection of resting-state fMRI data. We do not

expect these resting periods to significantly influence the results of the experimental tasks, as

participants were provided with an opportunity to recover and regain their concentration after

completing several experimental trials. As for the additional tasks, these data will be presented

in detail elsewhere.

Previous research has indicated that the difficulty of numerical discrimination increases

in line with the distance effect, which increases response times and decreases response accura-

cies for closely spaced numbers (e.g. 5 vs 6), especially for numerically large number pairs (e.g.

8 vs 9) [15]. This effect has also been shown to apply during discrimination of nonsymbolic

Fig 1. Overview of the experimental paradigm. Three experimental tasks and one control task were featured. One cycle of blocks is

illustrated. Six such cycles were administered.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199247.g001
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magnitudes, where a smaller ratio between two sets of objects (e.g. 3:4) results in a more taxing

discrimination task than for larger ratios (e.g. 1:2) [55]. In order to control for task difficulty,

we established a parametric design where all experimental tasks featured numerically “close”

(e.g. 5 vs 6) and “distant” (e.g. 3 vs 7) stimulus pairs, corresponding to “difficult” and “easy”

conditions for each task. Statistical [Close>Distant] contrasts were established for each exper-

imental task, with the purpose of evaluating potential difficulty-related differences in the

engagement of number-relevant brain areas.

Arabic digit comparison. The Arabic digit comparison task featured horizontally pre-

sented pairs of Arabic single digits, and required participants to select the numerically larger

digit by pressing a corresponding button on the response pad. Over the course of one experi-

mental block, participants were required to make 14 such judgements. Each trial was preceded

by a fixation cross, displayed for 500 ms, after which a pair of Arabic digits were presented for

2000 ms. A response screen followed for 1500 ms, where participants received no feedback

regarding their response. Two numerical distances were used in order to account for distant

(4–5; e.g. 3 versus 7) and close (1–2; e.g. 4 versus 5) trials, which were alternated for each

block.

Verbal number comparison. The verbal number comparison task featured horizontally

presented pairs of verbal number words, each denoting a quantity in the single digit range (e.g.

“three” versus “seven”). Participants were required to select the numerically larger number

word, indicated by pressing a corresponding button on the response pad, for each of the 14 tri-

als within one experimental block. A fixation cross was presented for 500 ms, followed by a

pair of verbal number words presented for 2000 ms. Each trial ended with a response screen of

1500 ms, where participants received no feedback regarding their response. Two numerical

distances were used to represent differences in task difficulty: 4–5 (distant trials; e.g. “three”

versus “seven”) and 1–2 (close trials; e.g. “five” versus “six”). Task difficulty was alternated for

each block.

Nonsymbolic magnitude comparison. The nonsymbolic magnitude comparison task

was adapted from Halberda et al. [13]. Participants were required to discriminate between two

simultaneously presented, horizontally separated (i.e. non-overlapping) arrays of blue and yel-

low dots (8–26 dots in total). For each of the 14 trials in a block, participants were instructed to

select the most numerous array of dots by pressing the corresponding left or right-lateralized

button on the response pad. In order to control for the effects of surface area in numerosity

estimation, half of all trials featured a cumulative surface area congruent with the number of

dots (i.e. cumulative surface area and number corresponded). The effects of cumulative surface

area on numerosity estimation are debated [56], although recent experimental evidence

increasingly suggests that object numerosity constitutes a more salient perceptual cue than

cumulative surface area [57]. In this vein, DeWind and colleagues [34] modeled performance

on nonsymbolic magnitude comparison tasks by modulating the size, spacing, and numerosity

of dot arrays as orthogonal dimensions, in order to individually manipulate each of these

dimensions and measure their effects on participants’ numerical choice behavior. These fea-

tures are argued to be mutually dependent, as changes in numerosity between two sets of dots

in an array necessarily determine both the distance between the centers of individual dots (as

dependent on dot size) and the distance between sets of dots (as dependent on the spacing of a

specific numerosity presented in a fixed size). However, in order to investigate whether

numerosity itself was the driving factor behind numerical discrimination, these three dimen-

sions were manipulated throughout the available parameter space in order to tease apart the

influence of each such dimension. While non-numerical stimulus features were observed to

influence numerosity discrimination performance, a majority of participants relied on numer-

osity as the primary visual cue in their choice behavior.
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Each trial began with a fixation cross of 500 ms, followed by two stimulus dot arrays pre-

sented for 2000 ms. Each trial ended with a response screen of 1500 ms, where participants

received no feedback regarding their response. Two numerosity ratios were used in order to

represent differences in task difficulty: 1:2 (distant trials; e.g. 12 versus 24 dots) and 4:3 (close

trials; e.g. 10 versus 13 dots).

Control task. A letter case discrimination task was used as a baseline control task for all

experimental conditions, featured at the end of each cycle of blocks. Two letters were presented

horizontally, where one was printed in uppercase and the other printed in lowercase (e.g. “A”

versus “f”). Participants were requested to select the uppercase letter in each of the 14 trials in a

block, meaning that the control task followed the same presentation format and response

requirements as the experimental tasks. A fixation cross was presented for 500 ms at the onset

of each trial, followed by a stimulus presentation of 2000 ms. Each trial ended with a response

screen lasting 1500 ms. Participants responded by pressing the corresponding right or left-lat-

eralized button on the response pad, and received no feedback regarding their response. Note

that the task is superficially similar to previous experimental tasks, as the language of instruc-

tion, Swedish, colloquially refers to uppercase letters as “large letters” and to lowercase letters

as “small letters”. We did not expect interfering patterns of activity for the control and Arabic

digit comparison tasks, as previous research indicates the existence of dissociated functional

regions for single letter (Visual Word Form Area) and single number (Visual Number Form

Area) processing within the left fusiform gyrus [40, 43, 45, 58, 59]. The Visual Word Form

Area has consistently been observed to invariantly encode lower- and uppercase single letters,

with differences in activation present only for letter strings and words [59–61].

fMRI data acquisition

The fMRI experiment was conducted at the Center for Medical Imaging and Visualization

(CMIV), Linköping University. A 3.0 T Siemens Magnetom Prisma MRI scanner, fitted

with a twenty-channel head coil, was used for data acquisition. Forty-eight 3.0 x 3.0 x 3.0 mm

thick slices with an in-plane resolution of 3.0 mm isotropic and no gap were used. High-reso-

lution structural scans were acquired using a T1-weighted pulse sequence (TR = 2300.0 ms,

TE = 2.36 ms, flip = 8˚, slice thickness = 0.90 x 0.90 x 0.90 mm, number of slices = 208) for

each participant prior to the acquisition of functional scans, in order to assist localization and

co-registration during data pre-processing. A BOLD-sensitive (Blood Oxygen Level Depen-

dent) T2�-weighted ascending Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) pulse sequence was used to acquire

whole-brain functional scans (TR = 1340.0 ms, TE = 30.0 ms, flip = 69˚).

fMRI data analysis

Pre-processing and general linear model (GLM) analysis was performed using SPM8 (Well-

come Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). Functional images were motion cor-

rected by realignment and by reference to the mean image. Co-registration was performed

with the segmented anatomical image. Image smoothing was performed using a Gaussian ker-

nel of 8 x 8 x 8 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM), and normalized using the default

gray matter probability template in MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) space. We initially

planned to use a set significance threshold of p = .05 with familywise error-correction (FWE)

for all contrasts. However, due to the statistical power attained by our participant sample, we

chose a FWE-threshold of p = .01 in order to increase spatial specificity where possible. In

cases where suprathreshold cluster activity was not found at the p = .01 or.05 FWE-corrected

levels, a threshold of p = .001 uncorrected was used. For these analyses, the results should be

viewed with caution and remain to be verified in future studies.
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A whole-brain voxel-wise BOLD-analysis was performed for each subject and task,

where each experimental condition was contrasted with the control condition and the corre-

sponding [Close > Distant] (i.e. parametric comparison) task contrast. A second-level random

effects analysis with a FWE threshold of p = .01 was performed in order to report group-level

results. The degree of overlapping BOLD activity patterns for all experimental tasks was

evaluated with a conjunction (null) analysis for both the task–control contrasts and the

[Close > Distant] contrasts, performed using an FWE threshold of p = .05. Individual

parametric contrast analyses were performed with a significance threshold of p = .001 uncor-

rected. Atlas-based ROI analyses were performed at the voxel-level FWE threshold of p< 0.05

for all areas included in our hypotheses (i.e. IPS, right ITG, left SMG, IFG, MTG, and STG),

using probability maps featured in SPM Anatomy Toolbox [53]. In cases where atlas-based

regions of interest were not available, we selected seed regions based on previous research

(individual summaries for each ROI analysis are available in the Results section).

It should be noted that single-voxel activation clusters have been included as meaningful

activity patterns in the description of the results. Such results are generally an uncommon

occurrence when FWE thresholds are applied, especially to second-level random effects analy-

ses at the group level, as this method of correction is highly conservative and has been argued

to promote the inflation of false-negative (i.e. type II) results in fMRI research [62]. This is

especially true at a corrected threshold of p< .01 FWE (although p< .05 FWE is by no means

a liberal threshold), which would be even more so conservative if paired with a minimum clus-

ter size threshold of, for instance, 20 voxels. More to the point, it could be argued that the lack

of cluster size thresholding in this study promotes some degree of false-positive (i.e. type I)

results, but this decision has been made in order to not bias the results towards large effects at

the expense of smaller—potentially interesting—patterns of activity. Consider, for instance,

the small spatial extent of anatomical subdivision hIP3 in the intraparietal sulcus, comprising

an approximate 0.1102% (SD = ± 0.0675%) of total brain volume [63]. Specifically localized

effects in this region should thus necessarily be small in spatial extent and undistinguishable

from surrounding noise when subjected to both FWE and cluster size thresholding, which

strongly motivates the decision to use a single correction method. As a final note, the risk of

false-positive results is greatly mitigated by the fact that such results do not tend to survive

meta-analyses and replication attempts, whereas the omission of false-negative results prevents

a principled examination of potentially important neural substrates; regardless of their spatial

extent (see [62]).

Results

Behavioral results

Behavioral data was collected for 44 out of the 46 included participants in this study. The reac-

tion times (RTs) and accuracies for each experimental task were analyzed using two separate

Bonferroni-corrected repeated-measures Analyses of Variance (ANOVA), and evaluated post-

hoc with Bonferroni-corrected paired-samples t-tests. A summary of behavioral results can be

found in Table 1 and S1 Fig.

A significant difference in reaction times across tasks was found, F(3.93, 169.18) = 9.99,

p< 0.001, η2
p = 0.19. Nine paired-samples t-tests were performed for each task–control and

parametric contrast in cross-condition comparisons, in order to investigate these effects. Fol-

lowing Bonferroni correction, significant differences in reaction times were found for the

parametric comparisons of the Arabic task, t(43) = 3.94, p< 0.001; the verbal task, t(43) =

2.58, p< 0.001; and the nonsymbolic task, t(43) = -1.50, p = 0.01. Cross-condition compari-

sons revealed significant differences in reaction times between the [Distant] Arabic and
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nonsymbolic tasks, t(43) = -1.02, p = 0.03; the [Distant] verbal and nonsymbolic tasks, t(43) =

-0.91, p = 0.04; the [Close] Arabic and verbal tasks, t(43) = -1.90, p = 0.007; the [Close] Arabic

and nonsymbolic tasks, t(43) = -6.48, p< 0.001; and the [Close] verbal and nonsymbolic tasks,

t(43) = -5.01, p< 0.001. Six paired-samples t-tests were used in order to compare the reaction

times of experimental tasks to the control task. Significant differences were found for the [Dis-

tant] Arabic trials, t(43) = 1.68, p = 0.02; the [Distant] verbal trials, t(43) = 1.85, p = 0.01; the

[Distant] nonsymbolic trials, t(43) = 2.46, p = 0.003; the [Close] Arabic trials, t(43) = -2.45,

p = 0.003; and the [Close] nonsymbolic trials, t(43) = 3.47, p< 0.001.

A repeated-measures ANOVA also illustrated a significant difference in response accuracy

across tasks, F(3.61, 155.09) = 10.88, p< 0.001, η2
p = 0.20. Post-hoc analysis was performed

using nine paired-samples t-tests for each task–control and parametric contrast. Following

Bonferroni correction, significant differences in response accuracy were found for the

parametric comparisons of the Arabic task, t(43) = 0.70, p = 0.05; the verbal task, t(43) = 4.37,

p< 0.001; and the nonsymbolic task, t(43) = 6.30, p< 0.001. Cross-condition comparisons

revealed significant differences in reaction times between the [Distant] Arabic and verbal

tasks, t(43) = -1.58, p = 0.01; [Distant] verbal and nonsymbolic tasks, t(43) = 1.31, p = 0.02;

[Close] Arabic and verbal tasks, t(43) = 0.86, p = 0.04; [Close] Arabic and nonsymbolic tasks,

t(43) = 3.09, p< 0.001; and the [Close] verbal and nonsymbolic tasks, t(43) = 3.55, p< 0.001.

Six paired samples t-tests were used in order to compare the response accuracies of experimen-

tal tasks to the control task. Significant differences were found for the [Distant] verbal trials,

t(43) = 3.26, p< 0.001; the [Distant] nonsymbolic trials, t(43) = 1.61, p = 0.02; the [Close] ver-

bal trials, t(43) = -2.10, p = 0.007; and the [Close] nonsymbolic trials, t(43) = -5.15, p< 0.001.

Brain imaging results

The SPM Anatomy Toolbox [53] was used to report probabilistic cytoarchitectonic maps of

task-related activation for all featured contrasts.

Arabic digit comparison. The Arabic digit comparison analyses were designed to deter-

mine task-related activation for Arabic numbers. All relevant Arabic tasks were contrasted

with the baseline control condition. The activation patterns related to the Arabic digit compar-

ison task (see Table 2 and Fig 2) were primarily elicited in the occipital and temporal lobes,

insula, anterior cingulate cortex, superior frontal gyrus, amygdala, and right angular gyrus

(IPS).

A region of interest analysis was performed using a 15 mm spherical ROI, centered at MNI

coordinates 56, -47, -18. These coordinates were chosen on the basis of being the mean of two

Table 1. Overview of behavioral results.

Condition Reaction time (ms) Accuracy

M SD % SD
Arabic (distant trials) 483.15 76.18 94.64 4.69

Arabic (close trials) 460.31 82.05 93.93 4.72

Verbal (distant trials) 483.39 82.70 95.78 4.26

Verbal (close trials) 469.22 85.18 93.24 4.15

Nonsymbolic (distant trials) 490.44 92.12 95.02 4.17

Nonsymbolic (close trials) 500.37 86.53 90.35 3.99

Control condition 472.73 82.49 94.18 4.01

Reaction time and response accuracy data from 44 (out of 46) participants.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199247.t001
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frequently cited locations of the VNFA (55, -43, -20; 57, -51, -17) [42, 43, 64, 65]. We initially

planned to use a sphere size of 5 mm, as in Park et al. [66], but chose to increase the size in

order to reach a suprathreshold activity cluster. This decision was furthermore motivated by

the largely inconsistent placement of the VNFA in the literature, with potential neural sub-

strates located throughout the ITG and MTG [42]. Significant activity was found at MNI coor-

dinates 42, -46, -17 (cluster size = 2 voxels, Z = 4.30, p = 0.033 at p< 0.05 FWE), located in the

right ITG. Following the procedure of Park and colleagues [66], beta values were extracted

from the ROI in order to compare response magnitudes across conditions, as a means of inves-

tigating whether the observed activity could be exclusively attributed to Arabic number pro-

cessing. A repeated-measures ANOVA illustrated a significant difference in mean beta values

across conditions, F(1.55, 69.77) = 3.69, p = 0.040, η2
p = 0.076. Three Bonferroni-corrected

paired-samples t-tests were performed as a post-hoc analysis, revealing a significant difference

in mean ROI beta values for the Arabic and verbal tasks, t(45) = 3.37, p< 0.001, as well as

between the Arabic and nonsymbolic tasks, t(45) = 1.87, p = 0.02. These results suggest that

Table 2. Clusters identified in the Arabic > control contrast (FWE-corrected p < 0.01).

Anatomical region MNI coordinates Cluster size p Z -score

Right Lingual Gyrus (hOc2) 9, –79, –4 3056 < 0.001 7.17

Left Middle Occipital Gyrus –21, –82, 14 < 0.001 6.42

Left Precuneus –6, –55, 38 < 0.001 6.40

Right Middle Temporal Gyrus 48, –13, –19 623 < 0.001 6.21

Right Insula Lobe (Ig2) 39, –19, –4 < 0.001 5.81

Right Superior Temporal Gyrus (TE 1.0) 57, –19, 5 < 0.001 5.54

Left Anterior Cingulate Cortex –3, 23, 20 220 < 0.001 5.66

Left Anterior Cingulate Cortex 0, 41, 5 0.001 5.26

Left Medial Frontal Gyrus 3, 47, 23 0.001 5.21

Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus (p. Orbitalis) –36, 29, –10 57 < 0.001 5.66

Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus (p. Triangularis) –42, 29, 5 0.002 5.02

Left Superior Temporal Gyrus –51, –37, 11 50 < 0.001 5.43

Left Caudate Nucleus –3, –1, 11 44 0.002 5.03

Right Caudate Nucleus 6, 2, 11 0.006 4.73

Right Caudate Nucleus 9, 11, 8 0.008 4.67

Left Insula Lobe (Ig2) –42, –16, 2 35 < 0.001 5.30

Left Superior Temporal Gyrus (OP4 [PV]) –54, –4, 5 0.003 4.91

Right Angular Gyrus (PGa/hIP1) 48, –52, 29 21 0.002 4.96

Right Superior Frontal Gyrus 21, 32, 38 19 < 0.001 5.38

Right Superior Frontal Gyrus 21, 23, 44 < 0.001 5.30

Right Superior Frontal Gyrus 21, 41, 32 0.001 5.27

Left Amygdala (CM) –24, –1, –16 18 0.002 5.02

Left Insula Lobe –27, 11, –13 0.004 4.80

Right Caudate Nucleus 18, 20, 2 3 0.006 4.74

Right Caudate Nucleus 15, –7, 23 2 0.005 4.78

Left Middle Frontal Gyrus –24, 14, 44 1 0.005 4.77

Left Middle Frontal Gyrus –27, 17, 41 1 0.006 4.74

Left Insula Lobe –39, 11, –13 1 0.007 4.68

Left Medial Frontal Gyrus –12, 35, 35 1 0.009 4.64

Left Insula Lobe (Ig1) –33, –19, 14 1 0.009 4.62

Coordinates indicate peak-level activation. Cluster size indicates number of voxels.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199247.t002
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the voxel cluster at 42, -46, -17 (MNI) preferentially responds to Arabic numerals, and may

represent a possible location of the VNFA (see Fig 3).

An atlas-based ROI analysis was performed on the bilateral IPS, illustrating significant

activity in area hIP1, located in the right anterior IPS (MNI: 42, -52, 32, cluster size = 1 voxel,

Z = 4.18, p = 0.049 at p< 0.05 FWE).

Verbal number comparison. The verbal number comparison analyses were designed to

determine task-related activation, by contrasting all relevant verbal tasks to the baseline con-

trol condition. The activation patterns related to the verbal number comparison task (see

Table 3 and Fig 4) were primarily elicited in the occipital and temporal lobes, precuneus, supe-

rior and inferior temporal gyri, anterior cingulate cortex, insula, thalamus, hippocampus,

superior frontal gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, and right angular gyrus (IPS).

Four region of interest analyses were performed in line with our hypotheses, targeting the

left inferior frontal gyrus, left superior temporal gyrus, left supramarginal gyrus, and left

Fig 2. Activation maps of the Arabic digit comparison task. The task was contrasted with the control condition

(p< 0.01 FWE).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199247.g002

Fig 3. VNFA cluster activity and response magnitudes. (A) Slices illustrate VNFA cluster activity at z = -17 across

conditions (p< 0.05 FWE). (B) Average parameter estimates for this cluster across conditions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199247.g003
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middle temporal gyrus. Atlas-based probability maps in SPM Anatomy Toolbox [53] were

used for the IFG (Broca’s area; area 44 and 45), STG (Wernicke’s area; anatomical subdivision

TE3 [67]), and SMG (anatomical subdivision PF, argued to be part of a dorso-dorsal semantic

language processing network [68, 69]). Following the method in Park et al. [66], a spherical

ROI measuring 5 mm was centered around the peak-level left MTG activation cluster identi-

fied in the [Verbal > Control] contrast.

Significant activity was found in the IFG, at MNI coordinates -51, 8, 2 (cluster size = 2 vox-

els, Z = 4.44, p = 0.019 at p< 0.05 FWE), located in the left rolandic operculum (area 44). Beta

value response magnitudes were not compared across conditions for this area, as no supra-

threshold clusters were found in the other conditions.

Table 3. Clusters identified in the verbal > control contrast (FWE-corrected p < 0.01).

Anatomical region MNI coordinates Cluster size p Z -score

Left Precuneus –6, –52, 8 2023 < 0.001 6.58

Right Paracentral Lobule (5Ci) 15, –40, 50 < 0.001 6.09

Right Precuneus 9, –49, 8 < 0.001 6.06

Right Middle Temporal Gyrus 48, –13, –19 889 < 0.001 6.18

Right Posterior Insula (Ig2) 39, –19, –1 < 0.001 5.84

Right Superior Temporal Gyrus (OP1) 57, –19, 11 < 0.001 5.55

Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus (p. Orbitalis) –33, 26, –13 317 < 0.001 5.64

Left Insula Lobe –27, 11, –13 < 0.001 5.58

Left Insula Lobe (Ig2) –42, –16, 2 < 0.001 5.52

Left Anterior Cingulate Cortex –3, 26, 20 240 < 0.001 5.65

Right Medial Frontal Gyrus 3, 47, 23 < 0.001 5.49

Left Anterior Cingulate Cortex 0, 41, 8 < 0.001 5.48

Thalamus (Temporal) –3, –4, 11 142 < 0.001 5.62

Thalamus (Temporal) –9, –7, 20 < 0.001 5.58

Left Hippocampus –24, –22, –13 129 < 0.001 5.53

Left ParaHippocampal Gyrus –27, –37, –10 < 0.001 5.33

Right Caudate Nucleus 15, –7, 23 21 0.002 5.04

Right Caudate Nucleus 15, 5, 20 0.005 4.78

Right Angular Gyrus (PGa/hIP1) 48, –52, 29 11 0.003 4.93

Right Superior Frontal Gyrus 24, 20, 44 8 0.001 5.14

Right Caudate Nucleus 18, 17, 11 6 0.005 4.79

Right Caudate Nucleus 18, 20, 2 0.008 4.67

Left Middle Temporal Gyrus –45, –58, 20 5 0.002 5.00

Right Superior Frontal Gyrus 21, 32, 38 3 0.001 5.28

Right Caudate Nucleus 9, 11, –1 3 0.004 4.80

Right Lingual Gyrus (hOc2) 12, –79, –4 3 0.006 4.72

Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus (p. Triangularis) –42, 26, 5 2 0.004 4.83

Left Posterior-Medial Frontal Cortex (pMFC) –6, –19, 59 2 0.007 4.70

Right Superior Frontal Gyrus 21, 41, 32 1 0.002 5.02

Right Precentral Gyrus 21, –16, 56 1 0.006 4.72

Right Insula Lobe 36, 8, 8 1 0.007 4.69

Right Caudate Nucleus 9, 11, 8 1 0.009 4.64

Left Primary Somatosensory Cortex (Area 3a) –18, –31, 56 1 0.009 4.63

Left Middle Frontal Gyrus –24, 14, 44 1 0.010 4.61

Coordinates indicate peak-level activation. Cluster size indicates number of voxels.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199247.t003
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A region of interest analysis of the left MTG activation cluster (centered at MNI: -45,

-58, 20) revealed a significant cluster of 10 voxels (Z = 5.00, p = 0.002 at p< 0.05 FWE). A

repeated-measures ANOVA illustrated a significant difference in mean beta values across con-

ditions, F(1.42, 63.99) = 30.30, p< 0.001, η2
p = 0.402. Three paired-samples t-tests were used

to investigate this effect further, revealing that larger response magnitudes of this area were

primarily associated with Arabic and verbal (i.e. symbolic) tasks. A significant difference was

found between mean ROI beta values for the Arabic and verbal tasks, t(45) = 3.77, p< 0.001;

the Arabic and nonsymbolic tasks, t(45) = 6.04, p< 0.001; and the verbal and nonsymbolic

tasks, t(45) = 5.39, p< 0.001 (see Fig 5).

Region of interest analyses centered on area PF in the supramarginal gyrus as well as on

Wernicke’s area (TE3) did not demonstrate suprathreshold activation.

Fig 4. Activation maps of the verbal number comparison task. The task was contrasted with the control condition

(p< 0.01 FWE).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199247.g004

Fig 5. MTG cluster activity and response magnitudes. (A) Slices illustrate MTG cluster activity at z = 20 across

conditions (p< 0.05 FWE). (B) Average parameter estimates for this cluster across conditions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199247.g005
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An atlas-based ROI analysis was performed on the bilateral IPS, illustrating significant

activity in area hIP1, located in the right anterior IPS (MNI: 42, -52, 32, cluster size = 2 voxels,

Z = 4.37, p = 0.025 at p< 0.05 FWE).

Nonsymbolic magnitude comparison. The nonsymbolic magnitude comparison analyses

were designed to contrast all relevant nonsymbolic tasks to the baseline control condition. The

activation patterns related to the nonsymbolic magnitude comparison task (see Table 4 and

Fig 6) were primarily elicited in the occipital and frontal lobes, anterior cingulate cortex, mid-

dle cingulate cortex, inferior and superior frontal gyri.

A region of interest analysis centered on the bilateral IPS did not demonstrate significant

suprathreshold activation.

Comparison of parametric contrasts. The [Close > Distant] contrast of each experimen-

tal condition was analyzed to determine whether notable differences in numerical distance

Table 4. Clusters identified in the nonsymbolic > control contrast (FWE-corrected p < 0.01).

Anatomical region MNI coordinates Cluster size p Z -score

Right Lingual Gyrus (hOc2) 9, –76, –7 2386 < 0.001 7.51

Left Lingual Gyrus (hOc3v) –15, –73, –4 < 0.001 7.29

Left Middle Occipital Gyrus –21, –82, 14 < 0.001 7.25

Left Anterior Cingulate Cortex –3, 32, 20 179 < 0.001 5.37

Left Anterior Cingulate Cortex 0, 41, 8 < 0.001 5.36

Left Middle Cingulate Cortex 0, 29, 32 0.004 4.86

Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus (p. Orbitalis) –33, 20, –13 36 < 0.001 5.35

Right Superior Frontal Gyrus 21, 41, 32 2 0.001 5.11

Right Caudate Nucleus 9, 14, 2 2 0.007 4.76

Right Olfactory Cortex 27, 11, –13 1 0.006 4.77

Right Primary Somatosensory Cortex (Area 3b) 24, –37, 53 1 0.008 4.71

Right Middle Cingulate Cortex 0, –19, 29 1 0.010 4.67

Coordinates indicate peak-level activation. Cluster size indicates number of voxels.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199247.t004

Fig 6. Activation maps of the nonsymbolic magnitude comparison task. The task was contrasted with the control

condition (p< 0.01 FWE).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199247.g006
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could be identified in task-related activation (see Table 5 and Fig 7). Activity in the left Inferior

Parietal Lobule (area IPS) was found for all three experimental conditions. All [Close > Dis-

tant] contrasts also demonstrated activity in the left Precentral Gyrus, whereas the nonsym-

bolic [Close > Distant] contrast additionally featured activity in anatomical subdivision PFt of

the left IPL [68].

Conjunction analysis of numerosity processing. A conjunction (null) analysis over the

three task–control contrasts, [Arabic> Control] \ [Verbal > Control] \ [Nonsymbolic >

Control], was performed in order to infer overlapping activation patterns and pathways across

the components of the Triple Code Model (see Table 6 and Fig 8). Activation patterns were

found in the occipital lobe, anterior, middle and posterior cingulate cortices, inferior and

Table 5. Clusters identified in the parametric [Close > Distant] contrasts (uncorrected p < 0.001).

Contrast Anatomical region MNI coordinates Cluster size p Z -score

Arabic [Close > Distant] Left Precentral Gyrus –42, –1, 35 9 < 0.001 3.63

Left Inferior Parietal Lobule (hIP3) –27, –52, 44 7 < 0.001 3.94

Verbal [Close > Distant] Left Precentral Gyrus –39, –1, 38 6 < 0.001 3.49

Left Inferior Parietal Lobule (hIP3) –27, –52, 44 6 < 0.001 4.11

Nonsymbolic [Close > Distant] Left Precentral Gyrus –39, –4, 38 30 < 0.001 4.29

Left Inferior Parietal Lobule (hIP3) –27, –52, 44 18 < 0.001 5.07

Left Middle Occipital Gyrus (hIP3) –27, –61, 35 < 0.001 3.85

Left Inferior Parietal Lobule (PFt) –42, –37, 41 1 < 0.001 3.48

Coordinates indicate peak-level activation. Cluster size indicates number of voxels.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199247.t005

Fig 7. Activation maps of each parametric task contrast. All contrasts were thresholded at p< 0.001 uncorrected.

Slices range from z = 35 to z = 41. (A) Arabic digit comparison task. (B) Verbal number comparison task. (C)

Nonsymbolic magnitude comparison task.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199247.g007
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superior frontal gyri, superior temporal gyrus, insula, amygdala, thalamus, and caudate

nucleus. The conjunction (null) analysis over the three parametric contrasts (i.e. [Close > Dis-

tant]; see Table 7) revealed consistent activation of the left Inferior Parietal Lobule (area IPS).

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to investigate the neural correlates of the Triple Code Model [4]

within one experimental fMRI-paradigm, featuring tasks that appropriately target all three

numerical codes: Arabic digit comparison, verbal number word comparison, and nonsymbolic

magnitude comparison. This approach to the study of numerical cognition was designed to

bridge an important gap in the current literature, as the Triple Code Model is a leading but

Table 6. Overlapping clusters identified in the conjunction task–control analysis (FWE-corrected p < 0.05).

Anatomical region MNI coordinates Cluster size p Z -score

Left Lingual Gyrus (hOc2) –9, –49, 2 1497 < 0.001 6.53

Left Calcarine Gyrus (hOc1) –6, –61, 8 < 0.001 6.22

Left Calcarine Gyrus (hOc3d) –9, –70, 23 < 0.001 6.08

Left Anterior Cingulate Cortex –3, 26, 20 398 < 0.001 5.73

Left Anterior Cingulate Cortex 0, 41, 8 < 0.001 5.68

Right Anterior Cingulate Cortex 3, 47, 20 < 0.001 5.27

Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus (p. Orbitalis) –33, 26, –13 212 < 0.001 5.61

Left Insula Lobe –30, 14, –13 0.001 5.19

Left Insula Lobe –39, 11, –13 0.001 5.18

Right Primary Somatosensory Cortex (Area 3b) 24, –37, 53 183 0.002 5.02

Left Middle Cingulate Cortex –3, –19, 32 0.005 4.78

Right Middle Cingulate Cortex 9, –13, 41 0.007 4.67

Right Amygdala 27, 5, –16 181 0.003 4.85

Right Caudate Nucleus 9, 11, 8 0.004 4.78

Right Caudate Nucleus 15, 17, 2 0.005 4.75

Right Dysgranular Insula (Id1) 36, –19, –4 150 0.002 5.01

Right Granular Insula (Ig2) 39, –13, 5 0.004 4.80

Right Hippocampus 42, –22, –13 0.005 4.74

Right Superior Temporal Gyrus (TE 1.0) 54, –13, 2 102 0.004 4.81

Right Superior Temporal Gyrus (TE 3) 63, –16, 2 0.005 4.78

Right Superior Temporal Gyrus 57, –28, 8 0.008 4.65

Thalamus (Temporal) 3, –10, 14 38 0.015 4.49

Left Caudate Nucleus –9, 5, 11 0.028 4.34

Left Caudate Nucleus –12, –1, 17 0.029 4.33

Left Superior Parietal Lobule (5Ci) –15, –46, 47 21 0.009 4.62

Left Middle Cingulate Cortex (5Ci) –15, –37, 41 0.022 4.39

Right Inferior Frontal Gyrus (p. Triangularis) 48, 26, 5 7 0.017 4.46

Right Posterior Cingulate Cortex 9, –43, 26 5 0.013 4.52

Right Superior Frontal Gyrus 21, 41, 32 4 < 0.001 5.38

Right Lingual Gyrus (hOc2) 9, –79, –4 4 0.010 4.59

Right Temporal Pole (TE 3) 54, 14, –7 4 0.024 4.38

Left Caudate Nucleus –9, 14, 8 2 0.033 4.29

Right Caudate Nucleus 15, –10, 20 2 0.038 4.25

Right Inferior Frontal Gyrus (p. Orbitalis) 39, 23, –16 1 0.032 4.30

Coordinates indicate peak-level activation. Cluster size indicates number of voxels.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199247.t006
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partially explored theoretical foundation of the field [8]. We hypothesized that each numerical

code would exhibit task-specific activation patterns, in line with independent findings of previ-

ous research. We expected to find activation in the right ITG (Visual Number Form Area) dur-

ing Arabic digit comparison tasks (for a review, see Yeo et al. [42]). A cluster in the right ITG

indeed demonstrated activity during the Arabic digit comparison task, and was furthermore

observed to preferentially respond to Arabic digits in comparison with verbal and nonsym-

bolic stimuli. However, this pattern of activity was not observed as peak-level activity in the

whole-brain analysis of Arabic digit comparison tasks, but rather as part of a larger cluster

(623 voxels) which demonstrated peak activity in the right middle temporal gyrus. For verbal

number word comparison tasks, we expected the key involvement of left perisylvian language

areas (SMG, IFG, MTG, and STG) [24, 35]. While task-related activity was elicited in the IFG

and MTG, we did not observe suprathreshold activations in the left SMG or STG. The IPS was

expected to be of primary importance for the nonsymbolic magnitude comparison tasks [24,

52, 70], but also active during all other numerical comparison tasks due to its special status as

primary neural correlate of numerical cognition [5, 20, 21]. The observed patterns of IPS activ-

ity were surprising, as only the right anterior subdivision hIP1 was found to be active during

symbolic number comparison tasks, whereas no suprathreshold activity was found for the

nonsymbolic magnitude comparison task. However, the parametric comparison of task diffi-

culty revealed activity in the left hIP3 for the [Close > Distant] contrasts in all experimental

conditions. We furthermore expected that a conjunction analysis of all task-related activity

would reveal the existence of a fronto-parietal network for numerical cognition, primarily

implicating areas IPS, SPL, SFG, MFG, SMA, and ACC [44, 50]. Areas SPL, SFG, and ACC

were found to be elicited in this analysis, while the SMA, IPS, and MFG did not demonstrate

suprathreshold activity.

In the context of the TCM, the observed activity highlights a need to account for bi-hemi-

spheric involvement in all numerical codes. While the purpose of this study was to evaluate the

Fig 8. Overlapping activations across all tasks. (A) Conjunction analysis of all task–control contrasts (p< 0.05

FWE). (B) Conjunction analysis of parametric contrasts across all three tasks (p< 0.05 FWE).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199247.g008

Table 7. Overlapping clusters identified in the conjunction [Close > Distant] analysis (FWE-corrected p < 0.05).

Anatomical region MNI coordinates Cluster size p Z -score

Left Inferior Parietal Lobule (hIP3) –27, –52, 44 1 < 0.001 4.29

Coordinates indicate peak-level activation. Cluster size indicates number of voxels.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0199247.t007
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neural underpinnings of numerical cognition as expressed by this model, the results indicate

that Dehaene and Cohen’s [71] functional–anatomical account of the TCM appears coarse and

partially incompatible with recent evidence. Whereas our hypotheses align with the original

model, the results indicate an approximately even distribution of right and left-lateralized

functional areas across all tasks. Recent research geared towards functional and structural con-

nectivity analyses increasingly highlights the importance of bi-hemispheric and contralateral

connectivity for numerical competence [8, 72], suggesting that the analysis of individual func-

tional regions provides an incomplete account of numerical cognition. As will be debated

over the following sections, the current results indicate a need to minimally include functional

networks associated with visuospatial attention in the TCM, in order to align the model with

contemporary empirical evidence. Arsalidou and Taylor [22] have proposed a list of recom-

mended updates to the TCM, featuring several regions found in the current study. These func-

tional regions include the right superior frontal gyrus, left inferior frontal gyrus, insula (which

was absent in the [Nonsymbolic > Control] contrast), left anterior cingulate cortex, and right

angular gyrus (which overlapped with the right hIP1 in the current study). These additions,

corroborated by the current results, are interesting with respect to the salience network—

tasked with inducing behavioral responses to salient external stimuli—and its functional asso-

ciation with the posterior parietal cortex (PPC; constituting the superior and inferior parietal

lobule), ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC; a part of the default mode network), and

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC; a part of the central-executive network) [73]. This

interaction of functional regions provides a reason to argue that the fronto-parietal network of

numerical cognition cooperates significantly with the salience, default mode, and central-exec-

utive networks, which should be investigated in future studies. Arsalidou and Taylor [22] fur-

thermore suggested the inclusion of the precentral gyrus and cerebellum, which were not

identified in the task–control contrasts. In light of the need to revise the TCM, we propose the

additional inclusion of primary somatosensory area 3b and visual areas V2 and V3.

Arabic digit comparison

Task-specific activation for the Arabic digit comparison task was contrasted with the control

condition (at a threshold of p< .01 FWE), revealing a pattern of activation extending through-

out the ventral and dorsal streams (for a review of the two-streams hypothesis, see e.g. [74]).

Notably, significant activation was found in early (right hOc2) V2 dorsal-steam visual areas.

Nonsymbolic magnitude processing has recently been argued to begin in the early visual

stream following findings of numerosity-sensitive retinotopic maps in areas V2 and V3 [30,

75], and the current results show robust similar patterns across all conditions. These results

suggest that not only nonsymbolic magnitude representations are processed in early visual

areas, but also symbolic numerosity; extending the results of Fornaciai et al. [30] and Rogge-

man et al. [31] to encompass the three codes of the Triple Code Model. While it could be the

case that the visual presentation of stimuli primarily accounts for activity in early visual areas,

we would expect the similar presentation formats found in the symbolic and control tasks to

subtract activity related to non-numerical visual features. Given the novelty of these results,

future research should investigate the involvement of early visual areas for all numerical repre-

sentational formats further.

A region of interest analysis was performed in the right ITG (at a threshold of p< .05

FWE), which has previously been reported as a likely candidate area for the VNFA [42].

Although we deviated from the precedent established by Park et al. [66] with a three-fold

increase in search space, we opted to provide explorative results in light of the previously

inconsistent localization of the VNFA [36, 42]. Task-related activity for Arabic digits was
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found at MNI coordinates 42, -46, -17, located within the right ITG. Moreover, a comparison

of parameter estimates for this cluster across conditions revealed a statistically significant pref-

erence for Arabic numerals, motivating future research into this area as a possible neural cor-

relate of the VNFA. Although these coordinates have not—to our knowledge—been reported

in previous explorations of the VNFA, they align closely with a cluster located at 53, -44, -12

(MNI) reported by Hannagan et al. [65]. It should be noted that areas responding preferen-

tially to Arabic digits have also been found in the bilateral MTG, left SMG, and IFG, which fur-

ther illustrates a need for examining the neural correlates of Arabic number processing. For

instance, both Abboud et al. [43] as well as Amalric and Dehaene [76] demonstrated task-spe-

cific activity associated with Arabic numbers in the bilateral MTG, whereas the latter have also

identified a potential neural correlate of the VNFA in the bilateral ITG. Roux et al. [77] used

direct cortical electrostimulation to dissociate Arabic number reading and alphabetic script

reading (both sentences and number words), finding significant interference for Arabic num-

ber reading when stimulation was applied to areas predominantly located in the left SMG,

IFG, and area TE3 bordering the middle and inferior temporal gyri. The current study demon-

strated activity in the left IFG, but not the left SMG and area TE3, which nevertheless should

be investigated as possible sites for the VNFA. Given the condition that the right ITG only

demonstrated task-based activity when subjected to a region of interest analysis, but did not

serve as a region of peak-level activity in the whole-brain analyses, there is a strong case for

future research to also consider the interactions of multiple distributed regions as indicative of

Arabic number processing. Such a view falls well in line with the observed distribution of activ-

ity throughout the brain in the current results, and may further explain the heterogeneity of

proposed locations for the VNFA when considered as a domain-specific modular system (see

[42] for an overview of proposed functional regions). That is, while the response preference for

Arabic numbers is observable in the currently identified candidate area of the VNFA (MNI

coordinates: 42, –46, –17), this does not exclusively rule out the need for interactions with

other functional areas in order to discriminate Arabic number stimuli. Yeo et al. [42] also fol-

low this line of reasoning in arguing that the proposed VNFA in the right ITG is likely part of

a larger symbolic number network, comprised additionally of the bilateral IPL, IPS, right pre-

cuneus, SPL, SFG, ACC, and IFG.

In line with our hypotheses, an atlas-based ROI analysis of the IPS (using the AIPS_1–3

probability maps in SPM Anatomy Toolbox [53]) revealed consistent activity in the right ante-

rior area hIP1. Contrary to our predictions, only the right IPS demonstrated activity during

the Arabic digit comparison task, rather than hypothesized bilateral IPS activity patterns. A

recent review by Sokolowski and Ansari [78] concludes that an increasing amount of studies

implicate the right IPS as the locus of magnitude processing, in line with the current results.

Ansari and Dhital [79] furthermore found that left IPS activity correlated more strongly to the

distance effect than numerical magnitude processing in general, which the results of this study

also appear to corroborate. Moreover, Simon et al. [80] identified the left IPS as more active

during calculation tasks than numerical comparison, which indicates that the right and left

IPS may be functionally distinct. It should be noted that meta-analyses of brain areas subserv-

ing numerical cognition in children [81] indicate a right-hemispheric IPS dominance for

numerical discrimination tasks, whereas left IPS activity is elicited by effortful, rule-based cal-

culation (cf. [78, 80]). When considered in tandem with the distance effect, it is probable that

the functional asymmetry of both intraparietal sulci exists along an effortful–automatic contin-

uum of cognitive demand. This continuum ranges from the more effortful process of arithme-

tic to more automatized numerical discrimination skills (see Arsalidou et al. [81] for an

excellent exposition of this argument), which differ in complexity depending on the relative

closeness of the compared numbers. Thus, the current results may be argued to illustrate that
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discrimination of close numerical stimuli aligns closer with demands elicited by numerical cal-

culation tasks (subserved primarily by the left IPS), while distant numerical stimuli depend

more on automatic semantic processing accommodated by the right IPS. We suggest that

the activation observed exclusively in the right IPS is indicative of a net effect, where both

parametric levels of numerical discrimination engage the area as a result of conceptual task

similarity, whereas the left IPS is only significantly elicited when effortful trials are observed in

isolation.

The patterns of activation elicited in the amygdala were not anticipated, but may be

explained as a consequence of sub-clinical mathematics anxiety (see e.g. [82]). Since the cur-

rent study did not control for measures of mathematics anxiety, this interpretation necessarily

remains speculative and open for future exploration. Considering, however, that arithmetic is

most commonly experienced and performed with Arabic number symbols, such stimuli con-

stitute probable catalysts of negative affective responses over less context-relevant number

words and dot arrays.

Verbal number comparison

Task-specific activation for the verbal number comparison task was contrasted with the con-

trol condition (at a threshold of p< .01 FWE), predominantly illustrating hypothesized pat-

terns of activation extending through the ventral stream and left perisylvian language areas. As

observed for the Arabic digit comparison task, activity was identified in area V2 of the early

visual stream, further extending the discovery of visually supported nonsymbolic magnitude

processing (see [30–32]) to potentially encompass symbolic numerical formats. It would be a

task for future research to further address whether numerosity-sensitive neurons in area V2

respond invariably to commonly experienced representations of number.

In line with our hypotheses and the Triple Code Model [4, 47], left perisylvian language

areas IFG and MTG displayed significant activation during verbal number comparison (at a

threshold of p< .05 FWE). No activity was identified in the left STG or left SMG, as argued by

Schmithorst and Douglas Brown [35] as well as Dehaene et al. [24], although task-related acti-

vation was found in the right STG. Results linking the right STG to verbally mediated numeri-

cal cognition are scarce, given the dominant view of verbal left-lateralization, although some

studies have linked right STG activity to addition tasks [7]. Dehaene et al. [83] furthermore

used a PET-based study to identify increased activation in the right STG when contrasting

numerical comparison with multiplication. The current study identified similar patterns of

activity for the Arabic and verbal comparison tasks, suggesting that this area may play an

important role in format-independent symbolic number comparison. Similarly to the Arabic

digit comparison task, task-specific activation was found in the right IPS (area hIP1).

The right hIP1 cluster, observed in both the Arabic and verbal number comparison tasks,

demonstrated considerable overlap with the anterior (PGa) subdivision of the right angular

gyrus. Being immediately bordering regions, this overlap is not surprising, and functional con-

nectivity between these two regions and the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) has been

established to a significantly larger degree than for bordering IPS and AG subdivisions [84]

(see also [85] for results indicating significantly stronger right-lateralized fronto-parietal con-

nectivity in adults). A similar result can be observed in a recent study by He et al. [86], who

argued that a corresponding region (albeit reported as the right temporoparietal junction)

demonstrated preference to symbolic Arabic digits, as a result of engaging the bottom-up ven-

tral attention system. This explanation aligns well with the strong functional connectivity

between the right PGa/hIP1 and VLPFC, which constitute components of this network. As a

brief aside, the IPS is generally regarded as part of the top-down dorsal attention system, but it
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is plausible that both attention systems—regardless of the specific affiliation of hIP1—operate

in tandem (see e.g. [87]). Thus, the involvement of the right PGa in addition to hIP1 in sym-

bolic number comparison tasks may be indicative of an interplay of attentional systems, both

in the context of direct bottom-up perception for small symbolic quantities (as argued in [86]),

as well as a goal-directed attentional process that integrates symbolic representations with the

numerical magnitude code in a top-down fashion.

Beyond the exclusively right-lateralized STG activity, bilateral MTG activity was found

to be elicited by the verbal number comparison task. The right MTG has previously been

observed to be modulated by the numerical distance effect for Arabic numbers [88, 89], but

generally elicits left-lateralized activity during verbal number processing [47]. However, it may

be the case that the bilateral MTG activity found only for the verbal number comparison task

is indicative of increased attentional demands to semantic information, as argued by Price

et al. [90]. Although future studies should further examine these predictions, we hypothesize

that the relative unconventionality of visually presented verbal number words may explain

increased attentional demands associated with the interpretation of such symbolic number

formats.

The observed thalamic activity associated with verbal number word comparison is impli-

cated in Dehaene and Cohen’s [47] account of the TCM. Recent structural analyses of the

fronto-parietal network of numerical cognition increasingly argue for the existence of projec-

tion fibers that link the thalamus and basal ganglia to key gray matter areas involved in numer-

ical cognition [8]. Future research should investigate the involvement of the thalamus and

general white matter substrates using suitably targeted methods, such as Diffusion Tensor

Imaging.

Nonsymbolic magnitude comparison

Task-specific activation for the nonsymbolic magnitude comparison task was contrasted with

the control condition (at a threshold of p< .01 FWE), demonstrating a pattern of activation

predominantly located within the occipital and frontal lobes. In line with previous tasks, large

clusters of activity were found in visual area hOc2 (V2), as well as in area hOc3v (V3). These

activity patterns correspond well to previous research by Fornaciai et al., Roggeman et al., and

Cavdaroglu et al. [30–32], supporting the existence of neuronal populations sensitive to non-

symbolic representations of number in early visual areas. Given the observed activity in area

hOc2 (V2) across all task–control contrasts in this study, we call for future replication attempts

in order to determine the scope of visual numerosity perception.

No distinctive task-specific activation was found in the IPS (at a threshold of p< .05 FWE),

despite the employment of an atlas-based ROI analysis for bilateral areas hIP1-3. This result

not only conflicts with our hypotheses, but a majority of studies investigating the neural corre-

lates of nonsymbolic numerical cognition (see e.g. [5, 91]). However, the involvement of early

visual areas corresponds well to previously discussed research by Fornaciai et al. [30] (see also

[31, 32, 92]). In this vein, Collins and colleagues [10] argue that nonsymbolic numerosity is

encoded in the subcortical (prestriate) visual system, given that animals without complex

cortical structures (such as homologues of the human IPS) appear able to perform numerical

discrimination. This claim was evaluated experimentally, where a single-eye, monocular

advantage for nonsymbolic numerical discrimination was argued to indicate the involvement

of processes in visual areas preceding cortical area V1, occurring before isolated signals from

each eye are combined. Despite the recent surge in studies implicating early visual areas in

nonsymbolic number processing, such results are relatively uncommon. Fornaciai et al. [30]

argue that this may be explained by the use of small numerosities in many previous studies,
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which have been shown to elicit weaker activations in number-sensitive visual areas. Notably,

activity has been found to be virtually absent within the subitizing range (i.e. 1–4) [93]. These

results could explain the involvement of early visual areas in the current study, given that a

minimum of 13 dots were presented in each nonsymbolic trial.

It is possible that the involvement of the IPS in numerical discrimination tasks reflects asso-

ciated attentional demands, rather than a semantic interpretation process of numerosity per se.
Results corroborating such an account can be found in Cavdaroglu et al. [32], who observed

activity in the occipital cortex, but no IPS activity, during passive viewing of sequentially pre-

sented nonsymbolic number arrays (see also [31]). In contrast, the active comparison of non-

symbolic number arrays and the associated response engagement resulted in predicted

patterns of parietal activity, suggesting IPS activity to be indicative of response selection and

comparison processes. Note, however, that the sequential stimulus presentation employed by

the authors differs from the concurrent presentation format in the current study, and that sev-

eral studies have reported parietal activity during passive concurrent viewing of nonsymbolic

magnitude (e.g. [94, 95]). Taken together, these disparate results could be argued to suggest

that concurrent observation of nonsymbolic numerical stimulus arrays may, in many cases,

lead participants to compare numerical magnitude despite a lack of such task demands. Such

an argument would, in our view, favor an interpretation of the IPS as chiefly associated with

attentional, comparative, and response-related processes, which is plausible given that the IPS

has been argued to constitute part of the dorsal attention system, and functional connectivity

has specifically been established between area hIP1 (which was implicated in the symbolic

tasks of the present study) and frontal ventral attentional regions [84].

The absence of IPS activity in the nonsymbolic magnitude comparison task can minimally

be explained in one of two ways. A more elaborate account could suggest that symbolic

numerosity discrimination, as a learned rather than phylogenetically predisposed skill, entails

higher attentional demands and subsequent involvement of the IPS than nonsymbolic magni-

tude processing, in line with previously reported IPS involvement in processes requiring com-

parison, response selection, and attentional resources [32, 84]. Instead, visually mediated

nonsymbolic magnitude discrimination may be possible without the involvement of the IPS.

However, such an account contradicts IPS activity during passive observation of nonsymbolic

magnitude arrays—critically assuming that a lack of task demands discourages participants

from comparing the presented numerosities. A more parsimonious account would instead

suggest that the control task, despite being presented symbolically, is more similarly coded to

nonsymbolic than symbolic magnitude discrimination in the right IPS; which could explain

the prevalence of left IPS activity in the parametric comparison of nonsymbolic tasks, as well

as right IPS activity prevalent in symbolic trials. Lyons et al. [96] provided evidence in favor of

such an explanation, arguing that the IPS processes symbolic and nonsymbolic numbers in

qualitatively different fashions. In a sequentially presented stimulus-matching paradigm, par-

ticipants were asked to indicate whether the second Arabic or nonsymbolic number matched

the first, where a correlation in activity between similar values across both representational for-

mats (e.g. 3 and •••) at the voxel level would indicate similar coding mechanisms in the bilat-

eral IPS. While the IPS was found to be active for both tasks, cross-format correlations were

significantly weaker than within-format correlations for both matched and differing numbers,

and—contrary to within-format correlations—no significant difference was found between

same and different-number correlations. Although it remains to be explored how the differ-

ence in coding of these two representational formats relates to the possible subtraction of right

IPS activity in the [Nonsymbolic > Control] contrast, the upshot of this argument is the plau-

sibility of signal subtraction for just one numerical format, as explained by the differences in

coding at the voxel level for symbolic and nonsymbolic number. Nevertheless, given the
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unconventionality of absent IPS activity during nonsymbolic magnitude comparison in the

existing literature (but see [44]), and the relative novelty of theoretical frameworks implicating

visually mediated numerical perception, more research into the neural substrates of nonsym-

bolic magnitude processing is required.

The pattern of activity observed in the left IFG was unexpected, as this area has been argued

to be part of a symbolic number processing network [42]. For instance, Roux et al. [77] found

that small areas (< 1 cm2) within the left IFG exclusively impaired Arabic number identifica-

tion and reading during electrocortical stimulation, while both number and task-dissociated

words were not impacted. However, Abboud et al. [43] performed a functional connectivity

analysis independently seeded from the VNFA and Visual Word Form Area (VWFA), regress-

ing out the functional connectivity of the opposing region during analysis. A clear dissociation

between VNFA activity and left IFG activity was found, indicating that left IFG activity is

exclusively related to activity in the VWFA. These disparate results do not conclusively impli-

cate the left IFG in symbolic number processing, and should be taken with caution as the cur-

rent study demonstrated consistent left IFG activity across all tasks. Although future research

should systematically address the role of the left IFG in numerosity processing, these results

tentatively suggest that activity in this area is indicative of format-independent numerical mag-

nitude processing, and a key component in the fronto-parietal number processing network.

Parametric comparisons

The parametric [Close > Distant] contrasts, associated with “difficult” and “easy” trials for all

conditions, revealed consistent patterns of activity in the left IPS (hIP3) and left precentral

gyrus (at a threshold of p< .001 uncorrected). Additionally, the [Close > Distant] contrast of

the nonsymbolic task resulted in activity within area PFt of the left IPL (part of the left SMG

[97]). These results provide a number of outstanding questions regarding left IPS activity

across task–control contrasts. For instance, it may be the case that the control task was also

processed as a form of magnitude judgment. Hence, when the control condition is omitted

from analysis, consistent patterns of left IPS activity are found for all tasks. These results could

be explained by the existence of a spatially represented mental alphabet line, akin to the mental

number line. Support for such a view can be traced to Gevers, Reynvoet, and Fias [98], who

found a spatial coding effect for letters. In an experiment measuring reaction times to an

order-relevant (target letter placed before or after O) and an order-irrelevant (consonant–

vowel classification) letter task, Gevers et al. found that the alphabetic spatial location of a tar-

get letter influenced lateralized left and right-hand response times, where early letters of the

alphabet were responded to faster with the left hand, and vice versa for later letters and the

right hand. However, Zhao et al. [99] employed an ERP study to demonstrate a dissociation of

spatial order and magnitude, where participants showed a reversed distance effect when learn-

ing the spatial order of meaningless symbolic stimuli rather than associating them with numer-

ical dot arrays. These results stand in contrast to the findings of Gevers et al. [98], and it is

therefore difficult to attribute the lack of left IPS activity in the current study to the control

task beyond reasonable doubt. Nevertheless, magnitude processing encompasses many differ-

ent properties (e.g. luminosity and physical size [100]), making it difficult to design a control

condition which is both task-relevant and does not interfere with magnitude processing.

The current results strongly endorse the prediction that left IPS activity predominantly sig-

nifies a distance effect, whereas the right IPS is functionally specific to general magnitude pro-

cessing [78, 79]. Similar results were obtained by Mussolin et al. [101], arguing for the

progressive disengagement of left IPS and frontal regions with increasing age, whereas the

right IPS was argued to support the semantic representation of numbers. Extending the
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argument presented by the authors, the present results imply that the left IPS may not be

explicitly related to magnitude representation, but rather engaged in supportive cognitive

mechanisms during numerical perception and judgment. The adult participant sample fea-

tured in this study could therefore be argued to mirror the results of Mussolin et al., where

the left IPS was only recruited during putatively “difficult” numerical comparisons, whereas

the right IPS was recruited during—at the very least—semantic representation of symbolic

numbers.

Activity in the left precentral gyrus is common throughout the literature on numerical

cognition. While it is typically attributed to task demands associated with mental arithmetic,

several studies have implicated the left precentral gyrus in response selection and hand move-

ments associated with counting [102–104]. Similarly, the bilateral supramarginal gyrus (of

which area PFt is a subdivision) has regularly been implicated in numerical fact retrieval [105]

and working memory processes associated with the manipulation of numerical information

[106].

The behavioral results associated with task difficulty revealed differences in reaction times

and accuracy for the different conditions, notably slower response times for distant (“easy”)

Arabic and verbal trials. These results should be viewed with caution in light of the neurocog-

nitive results, which fit well with previous findings showing a distance effect modulated by

activity in the left IPS, where we find that close (“difficult”) trials—regardless of task—promote

significant left IPS activity [79]. It should also be noted that, while a difference in reaction

times for the close and distant symbolic trials does exist, the mean reaction time is largely con-

sistent across trials whereas differences in left IPS activity are notably more striking.

Overlapping activations across tasks

A conjunction analysis of all task–control contrasts (at a threshold of p< .05 FWE) revealed

activation patterns resembling the recently proposed fronto-parietal network of numerical

cognition [44, 50]. Activation was found to span the SPL, SFG, ACC, MCC, PCC, and the pri-

mary somatosensory cortex, bordering the previously identified key area SMA. In contrast to

our predictions, no suprathreshold activity was identified in the IPS or MFG, as the former

was absent from the nonsymbolic magnitude comparison task, and the latter was present only

for the Arabic number comparison task. The pattern of activation found in the IFG lends cre-

dence to the tentative inclusion of this area within the fronto-parietal network model, as dis-

cussed in previous sections. Contrary to previous studies, no explicit SMA-related activity was

found in this analysis. This result could be explained by recent findings indicating greater

functional connectivity between the right IPS and SMA in children with mathematical disabili-

ties [50], whereas such connectivity presently appears to be weaker in typically developed

adults.

Activity in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is a consistent finding throughout the litera-

ture on numerical cognition, related to magnitude processing in both format-dependent and

independent contexts [44]. While the meta-analysis by Sokolowski et al. [44] did not report

ACC involvement in symbolic number tasks, such patterns of activity were found for all tasks

in this study. These results suggest that the ACC (as well as the middle cingulate cortex) is

indeed an integral component of numerical discrimination tasks, but raise questions regarding

its functional assignment. Schmithorst and Douglas Brown [35] argue that the ACC—together

with prefrontal areas—is key in the selection and appropriate sequencing of numerical stimuli,

extending Dehaene and Cohen’s [47] proposed direct and indirect routes of numerosity pro-

cessing. This interpretation is plausible, given the observed activity in prefrontal regions SFG

and IFG. The conjunction analysis additionally highlighted activity in the insula, which
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together with the ACC has been identified to play a significant role in goal-directed and task-

specific behavior [22]. It should be noted that this interpretation is in conflict with findings by

Sokolowski et al. [44] on at least two accounts, as the authors only report insula activity in non-

symbolic conditions and argue that ACC activity is representative of demand-independent

magnitude processing. However, as ACC activity was persistent across all tasks, we suggest

that this may indeed be indicative of task demands related to, for instance, conflict processing

(e.g. in terms of spatial–numerical incongruity [107]) and attentional control processes elicited

specifically by cognitive demands associated with numerical processing (see e.g. [108, 109]).

Although it is plausible that the reported fronto-parietal pattern of activity represents a net-

work of demand-independent numerical processing, future research should investigate

whether this network also ought to account for components directly related to numerical and

attentional task demands.

A consistent finding throughout previous analyses has been the inclusion of early visual

areas. The conjunction analysis revealed activity in retinotopic areas hOc1 (V1), hOc2 (V2),

and the dorsal hOc3d (V3), further corroborating the existence of a numerosity-sensitive tem-

poro-occipital topographic map [75] and a sensitivity to format-independent numerical infor-

mation in early visual areas [30].

Finally, the task–control conjunction analysis furthermore illustrated activity in the limbic

system, including the hippocampus, thalamus, and basal ganglia. Recent studies have argued

that the functional connectivity between structures of the limbic system and neocortical areas

accurately predicts numerical learning [8], suggesting its importance in the number processing

network as well as for the acquisition and deployment of number-cognitive abilities. It should

be noted that Dehaene and Cohen’s [47] account of the TCM primarily implicates the left thal-

amus, as part of a left cortico-subcortical loop, whereas the current results highlight the consis-

tent involvement of the right thalamus across tasks. Right thalamus activity is often associated

with arithmetic-based tasks in the literature (e.g. [22]), although it is likely that the activity

observed in the current study reflects the need for finger-mediated responses. Given the con-

nection between primary somatosensory area 3b (implicated in finger stimulation; e.g. [110])

and the right-hemisphere thalamus—as part of a motor loop—through white matter fiber

tracts [8], the persistent activity of these two areas across tasks could feasibly be linked to

response preparation and execution. It may also be the case that this pattern of activity reflects

goal-directed finger counting strategies [111], although this explanation appears unlikely as

none of the tasks required explicit counting. Following this pattern of motor activity in the

basal ganglia, bilateral activity was also identified in the caudate nucleus. The TCM argues for

a role of the left caudate nucleus in rote arithmetic fact retrieval [22, 71] (as part of the cortico-

subcortical loop employed to directly access verbal arithmetic knowledge [47]), whereas Arsa-

lidou and Taylor [22] have argued that right caudate nucleus is deployed to sequence bottom-

up, stimulus-driven numerical information and top-down, goal-directed calculation proce-

dures in arithmetic tasks. Right caudate activity has furthermore been associated with rule-

based category learning [112], the numerical distance effect during symbolic magnitude com-

parison tasks in children [51], and the imagining of motor actions [113]. While such results

strongly suggest the involvement of the caudate nucleus in arithmetic operations (considering

that arithmetic is rule-based, complex, and beneficially supported by finger counting), the

prevalence of activity in this region demonstrated by the current results could rather imply the

key role of a right-hemisphere motor loop during response execution. However, considering

that the caudate nucleus has predominantly been observed in arithmetic-based tasks in the lit-

erature (e.g. [22, 71, 114]), the exact role of this area—and the pattern of activity described for

the limbic system more generally—requires further investigation.
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A conjunction analysis of the parametric contrasts (at a threshold of p< .05 FWE) identi-

fied the pervasive involvement of the left IPS (area hIP3), further strengthening the argument

that such activity illustrates a distance effect and related, increased task demands. As previously

mentioned, the spatial extent of this cluster (1 voxel) is surprising given the conservative statis-

tical threshold applied during the analysis. It appears unlikely that such (and similar) results

are purely false-positive, given the theoretical support for left hIP3 activity throughout the lit-

erature (for a subset of studies covering the IPS in such detail, see e.g. [7, 29, 42, 72, 115, 116]).

Limitations of the study

We have identified three primary limitations of this study, which may have influenced the out-

come and validity of the results. First, the design of the experimental conditions necessitated a

long MRI protocol (55 minutes). This decision has the practical consequence of separating

similar tasks across a relatively large stretch of time. This has been mitigated by employing a

fixed task order, thereby minimizing elapsed time between similar tasks (cf. [54]), but may

have been further alleviated by using a faster event-related experimental design. The use of a

blocked design is, however, positive for future investigations of task-based functional connec-

tivity (see e.g. [115]).

Second, the use of a single control task for the three numerical codes may have caused the

absence of IPS activity in the nonsymbolic magnitude comparison task. Since IPS activity is

common throughout the literature on nonsymbolic magnitude comparison (e.g. [24, 52]), it

may be the case–as discussed earlier–that the current control task is more similarly coded

to nonsymbolic magnitude discrimination in the IPS than corresponding symbolic tasks,

thereby causing a subtraction of activity (cf. [96]). Future studies may benefit from investigat-

ing whether a format-matched nonsymbolic control task produces a more theoretically sup-

ported outcome.

Finally, a third potential limitation is the lack of cluster size thresholding in addition to the

applied FWE correction. Although this has been discussed at length previously (see the fMRI
data analysis section), it should be noted that we opted to err on the side of caution in order to

minimize the risk for false-negative results. The attempt to investigate the neural substrates of

the entire Triple Code Model should strive to provide as detailed an account as possible, in

order to facilitate future exploration of relevant functional areas and networks. Therefore, we

argue that it is important to account for effects which may be smaller in spatial extent, yet

potentially important. The fact that a majority of these smaller clusters align well with previous

literature furthermore supports this approach, and future studies as well as meta-analyses will

serve to rule out potential false-positive patterns of activity (cf. [62]).

Future lines of investigation

The results of the current study indicate a need to further investigate the bilateral activity pat-

terns elicited for all numerical codes, in contrast to the functionally modular and lateralized

original conception of the Triple Code Model [47, 71]. The complex and functionally overlap-

ping patterns of activation associated with numerical discrimination tasks suggest the need to

move towards analyses at the functional and structural network level, employing methods

such as task-based and resting-state functional connectivity analyses, and the investigation of

structural-anatomical brain networks using methods such as Diffusion Tensor Imaging. More-

over, these methods may provide novel insights into the cooperation between functional net-

works enabling numerical cognition and the emerging picture of salience, default mode,

fronto-parietal, attentional, and central-executive networks (for an overview of recent

advances, see [117]). It has recently been demonstrated that individuals displaying more
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flexible switching between the fronto-parietal and default mode networks, in both resting-state

and task-based fMRI, also tend to perform with higher acuity on tasks requiring cognitive flex-

ibility, such as the Stroop task (see e.g. [118]). The fronto-parietal network has additionally

been implicated in many cognitive functions, such as action emulation, spatial attention, work-

ing memory, and decision making [119]; suggesting that this domain-general network hosts

an abundance of skills needed to support number processing. It would be an interesting task

for future research to investigate how these networks overlap, differ, and cooperate in order to

enable numerical cognition.

Conclusion

In this study, we have evaluated the Triple Code Model of numerical cognition [4, 47, 71]

and the neural substrates subserving the the visual Arabic number form, the verbal auditory

word frame, and the analog nonsymbolic magnitude representation code. Although the

model—to a certain degree—correctly predicts functionally dissociated substrates associated

with each code, the emerging picture of a complex and functionally overlapping fronto-parie-

tal network of numerical cognition calls for principled revision and expansion of the TCM.

In line with recent research proposing the existence of a fronto-parietal network for numer-

osity processing [44], a conjunction analysis across all experimental tasks illustrated potential

neural substrates in the SPL, SFG, IFG, MCC, ACC, and the limbic system. These additions

align closely with an updated account of the TCM, as suggested by Arsalidou and Taylor

[22].

Although we were not able to localize the Visual Number Form Area in line with previously

reported cytoarchitectonic coordinates, we did identify a cluster which exhibited preferential

responses to Arabic numbers within the right ITG (although its peak was located in a larger

cluster spanning the right MTG), as demonstrated by previous research [42]. We suggest that

future research investigates this specific cluster, as well as the roles of the bilateral middle tem-

poral and left inferior frontal gyri in Arabic number processing (see [76, 77]). However, future

studies should also consider the possibility that Arabic number processing is not subserved by

single functional areas, but rather that the identified VNFA candidate area may be part of a

larger network of regions which express selectivity for such stimuli. Following previous

research, we identified neural substrates associated with verbal number word processing in the

left perisylvian language areas [35], with the notable exception of the left STG and SMG. The

finding of right STG activity associated with the verbal number discrimination task suggests

the importance of this region for format-independent symbolic number comparison [83], as

evidenced by its prevalence for both Arabic and verbal stimuli. Together with right STG activ-

ity, we observed activity in areas typically associated with calculation tasks, such as the left cau-

date nucleus and precentral gyrus [22, 71, 102–104]. These results suggest the importance of

further evaluating the roles of functional substrates and their purported specificity for numeri-

cal discrimination and calculation tasks. The exclusive presence of right IPS activity during

symbolic numerical tasks poses an interesting challenge to previous research (see e.g. [22]),

and could imply the existence of visual nonsymbolic magnitude processing in adult popula-

tions [30–32]. Neural correlates of nonsymbolic magnitude discrimination were observed in

visual areas V2 and V3, while only left IPS activity was found when contrasting putatively diffi-

cult and easy trials, as explained by the distance effect.

We argue that the large participant sample featured in this study, as well as the use of

parametric contrasts to explicitly specify distinct patterns of activity, provides a strong founda-

tion for further structural and functional analyses of neural substrates associated with the Tri-

ple Code Model. We suggest that future research attempts to replicate these results and details
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the functional characteristics of components associated with the Triple Code Model, which

may provide insight into neurocognitive disabilities such as Developmental Dyscalculia.

Supporting information

S1 Fig. Response time and accuracy distribution. Significant differences in reaction times

and response accuracy are illustrated across tasks. Close and distant numerical trials are indi-

cated by [C] and [D] respectively. (A) Parametric contrasts of response time (left) and accuracy

(right). (B) Cross-condition contrasts of response time (left) and accuracy (right).

(TIF)
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